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1. The Lizard Model: Brief Historical Notes

Initial observations on the regeneration of the tail in lizards were recorded in brief
notes by Aristotle over 2000 years ago, as reported in his book, History of Animals (cited
from [1]). Only in a brief communication at the Paris Academy of Science in 1686, presented
by M. Thevenot, could we find another mention of lizard tail regeneration. This was
followed by a report from C. Perrault in 1688, indicating that the new tail derives from the
growth of a pre-formed germ present in the tail [1].

The use of microscopes after cell theory from 1840 enabled initial microscopic ob-
servations on the process of regeneration after loss of the tail to be performed, mainly
in European lizards. In 1885, Fraisse summarized the numerous studies carried out in
this period, especially on the limited regeneration of nervous tissues in the new tail [2].
Due to the linguistics and difficulties in collecting papers or references from Asia, East
Europe, and Russia, we can only trace the modern history of this research topic to the most
available resources, recalling that studies from 1850 to 1950 were mainly performed by
western Europeans, such as the Germans, Italians, French, and British. Scant information
has been derived from Russian [3,4] and Chinese [5] studies, but this may have derived
from languages and the difficulties retrieving other references from studies performed in
these countries. These initial researchers provided detailed information on the progressive
phases of tail regeneration over different species of lizards, mainly lacertids and geckos.
Extensive references for these studies have been listed in Bellairs and Bryant (1985) and in
Alibardi (2010) [6,7]; here, we only report on some of these studies which were carried out
in specific aspects. It was soon discovered that the new tail, despite the massive regenera-
tion of muscles and cartilage, is a large but simplified form of the tail in comparison to the
original [2,8–13] (Figure 1A–D). The lack of a vertebral column and neuronal regeneration
into a stratified SC is bypassed by innervation of the new tail from proximal regions of the
spinal cord and ganglia, the cells of which become hypertrophic [14,15].

Aside from European investigators, numerous studies on the regenerating tail of
lizards were carried out by Indian researchers between the late 1960s and 1980s (references
in [6,7,16,17]). In addition to histological and histochemical studies, these investigators
also conducted numerous biochemical analyses and enzymatic studies to obtain a broad
picture of the metabolism of regenerating tails in geckos and scincid lizards. Several
other histological and histochemical studies have been derived from African, Australian,
and Caribbean geckos and scincids [18–21], and from the New Zealand tuatara [11,22–25].

Rare studies have instead been carried out on the amputated limbs and fingers of
lizards, revealing that only scarring or limited heteromorphic regeneration takes place in
these appendages [3,4,7,26–32]. Lizard regeneration research was carried out mainly by U.S.
investigators, who took over the field from 1960 to 1995. Researchers in the United States
were the first to use autoradiography and electron microscopy to analyze the regeneration
of the nervous system and muscles of the tail [33–40], and also carried out in vitro studies
on muscle differentiation [41,42]. These studies showed the kinetics of tissue formation in
the regenerating tail.
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Figure 1. Images of a regenerating tail (A–D), limb (E–G), and finger (H) of the Podarcis muralis lizard.
(A–C) Successive stages of regeneration from a blastema (A), a growing cone (B), and an elongating
new tail with the beginning of scale formation (C), arrow. Bars represent 0.5 mm. (D) Schematic
drawing that illustrates the main tissues present in the regenerating tail (green) as continuation
of the stump (grey). (E) Scarring limb outgrowth (arrow) after about 25 days post-amputation.
Bar, 1 mm. (F) Numerous fibroblasts are formed underneath the thick wound epidermis in limb
blastema at 16 days post-amputation. Bar, 10 µm. (G) Schematic drawing of scarred limb outgrowth
(orange). (H) Histological aspect of scarring finger at 20 days post-cut, containing a dense fibrocyte
connective underneath a thick wound epidermis. Arrows indicate the formed dense periosteum
covering the end of the phalange. The arrowhead indicates regenerated cartilage. Bar, 20 µm.
The inset (bar 0.5 mm) shows the short scar (arrow) formed at the amputated digit tip. Legends:
AEP, apical epidermal peg; bl, blastema; bo, bone (phalange); ep, ependymal tube; fe, femur with
epiphyses; fi, fibroblasts/fibrocytes; mu, original muscles; pr, periosteum; rc, regenerating cartilage;
rm, regenerating muscles; s, scale; sc, spinal cord; ve, vertebra.

I initiated my own studies on lizard regeneration around 1977, carrying out descriptive
and experimental microscopic, histochemical, and biochemical studies on various lizards
and geckos. Later, this research mainly concentrated on ultrastructural, autoradiographic,
and immunohistochemical analyses of the process of tail and limb regeneration. These
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studies revealed, for the first time, the progressive stages of activation and transformation
of cells from different tissues of the tail stump in ultrastructural detail, which gives rise
to cells of the regenerative blastema that later differentiate into diverse tissues of the
regenerated tail. Study of the regenerating spinal cord, represented by a thin ependymal
tube, also revealed the differentiation of a few peculiar neurons, indicated as cerebrospinal
fluid contacting neurons. These morphological and biochemical studies were synthesized
in two small books [7,16]. I also tested the regenerative ability of other organs in lizards,
in particular, the vertebrae and the articular cartilage of knees, in addition to attempts to
stimulate regeneration of the limb using growth factors. Study on scale morphogenesis in
the regenerating tail led, for the first time, to the identification of genes coding for the main
proteins of the epidermis in the lizard species Podarcis sicula [43]. In particular, the first
three beta-keratins ever sequenced, now indicated as corneous beta proteins (CβPs), have
also enabled determination of the gene and protein structure in CβPs of all other reptiles:
snakes, turtles, crocodilians, and the tuatara [44–46].

From 2005 onward, different groups from China [47–49], Canada [50–54], the United
States [55–62], and India [63–65] have produced a series of studies on the biomolecular
and immunohistochemical detection of numerous proteins during lizard regeneration.
However, the era of molecular biology studies on the regeneration of the tail in lizards
initiated with pioneering studies by the Kusumi group at Arizona State University in
Phoenix, USA, who produced the first transcriptome of coding and non-coding genes of
the regenerating tail in the lizard Anolis carolinensis [66,67]. This initial molecular study was
rapidly followed by determination of the regenerating tail transcriptome in the Japanese
gecko, Geko japonicus [68]. Further progress in the identification of key genes implicated
in lizard regeneration was derived from the comparative analysis of the transcriptomes
of the tail (regenerating) versus that of the limb (scarring) in the same lizard, the wall
lizard Podarcis muralis [69,70]. The comparison between two different expression programs
located in two different regions of the same animal, one destined to regenerate (the tail)
and the other to scar (the limb), allowed the main genes orchestrating the regeneration of the
tail to be determined, both coding and non-coding. A subsequent study on the expression
of the main genes in regeneration compared to scarring tails confirmed that wnt2b, wnt6,
c-myc, egfl6, and arhgap28 are among the main genes stimulating tail regeneration [71].
The study has continued until today, with the immunodetection of numerous coded pro-
teins in both the tail and limbs (summarized in [32,72–75]). As a result of the above studies
on lizards in comparison to fish and amphibian regeneration genes, I elaborated a new
evolutionary explanation for the lack of organ regeneration in terrestrial vertebrates [32,74].

In the following chapter, a brief description of the process is provided to better
introduce data shown in the following chapters of this Special Issue in JDB; however,
further information is reported in other extensive reviews [7,50,51,76].

2. General Histological Aspects

Despite the anatomical differences between the tail and limb, initially, an accumulation
of mesenchymal-like cells occurs over the stumps of both the tail and limb, with blood cells
of different types. Differently from the tail, the limbs and fingers undergo massive tissue
destruction and inflammation and form a dense connective tissue 20–30 days after the
amputation, while the epidermis rapidly becomes scaled and thick (Figure 1E–G). In the
amputated limb, numerous cells accumulating on the stump surface are granulocytes and
macrophages that maintain an intense and lasting inflammation for 2–3 weeks. In contrast,
in the tail stump and early blastema, after 5–10 days, the hematogenous population is
mainly replaced with proliferating mesenchymal cells (Figures 2 and 3A–C). Although
blastema cells under light microscopy appear as fibroblasts or mesenchymal cells, their
ultrastructure and immunolabeling has sometimes revealed cytological details, suggesting
their initial differentiation as muscle cells, connective fibroblasts, and cartilaginous or fat
cells. Numerous discontinuous or fenestrated capillaries are also derived from intense
angiogenesis (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. TEM autoradiography of blastema cells 4 h after injection of tritiated thymidine in Anolis carolinensis, showing
nuclear labeling among different types of proliferating cells localized in the blastema (indicative positions shown by the
letters in the inset drawing). (A) Mesenchymal cells with labeled nuclei (arrows) in the apical region near the epidermis. Bar,
1 µm. (B) Elongated fibroblast with labeled nucleus (arrow) detected in front of a vertebra fragment in the stump. Bar, 1 µm.
(C) Labeled cells storing lipid droplets (l) and localized near the peri-vertebral fat layer of the tail stump. Bar, 1 µm.
(D) Labeled endothelia cells (arrows point the vessel wall) of the forming capillary (lu, lumen) inside the blastema. Bar,
1 µm.
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Figure 3. Histology (A) and fluorescence (B–G) of regenerating tails in Podarcis muralis. (A) Early
blastema with covering wound epidermis at about 10 days post-amputation. Hemallume staining.
Bar, 50 µm. (B) Area of the blastema showing distribution in the wound epidermis (arrows) and the
mesenchyme (arrowheads) of labeled cells for the proliferative marker Phospho-histone (PHhis).
Bar, 20 µm. (C) Detail on the numerous labeled nuclei for 5BrdU that are localized at the base of the
blastema, near stump muscles (see (C) in the inset drawing). Bar, 10 µm. (D) Close-up of the tip of a
regenerating cone with the apical epidermal peg stained with the fluorescent DAPI dye for nuclei. Bar,
50 µm. (E) Elongating tail showing the main tissues. Bar, 100 µm. The upper inset (Bar, 10 µm) shows
labeled nuclei (arrowhead) for PHhistone-marker in proliferating cells (myoblasts). The lower inset
(Bar, 10 µm), stained with DAPI, shows the formation of segmental myotomes. (F) Apical ependymal
canal surrounded by early differentiating cartilaginous cells and stained with propidium iodide
(nuclei). Bar, 10 µm. (G) Detail of the more proximal ependymal canal surrounded by differentiated
chondrocytes forming a cartilaginous tube. Bar, 20 µm. Legends: AEP, apical epidermal cap; bl,
blastema; ep, ependyma; i, forming inter-muscle connective tissue; rc, regenerating/-ed cartilage; rm,
regenerating muscles; w, wound epidermis.

At the tip of the regenerating blastema of the tail, an apical epidermal peg (AEP) is formed
and appears to be essential to maintain the growth of the forming tail. The underlying
mesenchyme and extracellular matrix contain a low-density ground material rich in
hyaluronate. In a few days, the blastema becomes a conical outgrowth that elongates
into a new tail (Figure 1A–D and Figure 3E). While a mesenchymal blastema remains in
contact with the apical epidermal peg only by the tip of the regenerating tail (Figure 3D),
in the more proximal area, numerous tissues are progressively formed. Centrally, the spinal
cord gives rise to an ependymal tube while lateral groups of segmental muscles are formed
(Figure 3E,F). Intense cell multiplication occurs, especially in forming cartilage and mus-
cles which become organized into myomeres (Figure 3E and insets). Around the apical
ependyma, a condensation of fibroblast-like cells gives rise to a cartilaginous tissue that
completely surrounds the ependymal tube, forming the new axial skeleton of the regener-
ated tail, which lacks vertebrae (Figure 3E,G). Only occasional holes are formed along the
cartilaginous tube where blood vessels and few nerves can exit, although most innervation
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of the new tail derives from the three more proximal spinal cord neuromeres and ganglia
present in the stump [15,62,77] (Figure 4A). Peripheral nerves from spinal neurons and
ganglia grow into the regenerating tail, initially forming large bundles that separate and
mainly innervate the new muscles (Figure 4B). However, thin nerves continue as far as
the tip of the regenerating tail, together with those surrounding the apical ependyma
(Figure 4C). Externally, the skin forms new scales from the proximal to distal regions
(Figures 1C and 5A). Scale regeneration occurs with a process apparently different from
their development in the embryo, because regenerating scales derive from inward migra-
tion of the regenerating (wound) epidermis into forming the dermis and originating pegs
(Figure 5A,B). The pegs elongate inside the dermis and their central keratinocytes initiate
to differentiate new corneous layers that initially accumulate alpha-keratins (intermediate
filament keratins), and eventually, CβPs (beta-keratins) in the new oberhautchen, which
shows that the shedding line along with the external wound epidermis will be shed later,
revealing the new scales formed underneath (Figure 5A,D). The subsequent layers of cells
(beta) that differentiate beneath the oberhautchen accumulate a large amount of CβPs and
the forming beta-layer appears intensely immunofluorescent (Figure 5C–F). The regener-
ated scales are shorter and more numerous than the original scales so that the regenerated
tail can be recognized from the original tail, despite its size. These few notes indicate broad
tissue regeneration with the recovery of numerous anatomical components of the tail into a
very volumetric, albeit heteromorphic, organ.

Figure 4. Bodian staining of spinal ganglia (A) and nerves (B,C) innervating the regenerating tail
in P. muralis. (A) Ganglion with two main nerve bundles (arrows) directed into the elongating cone
(15 days post-autotomy), and the position of which is indicated in the drawing (A). Bar, 50 µm.
(B) Numerous nerves (arrows) innervate the regenerating tail (see the indicative position in (B)
of the drawing), including the regenerating segmental muscles. Bar, 20 µm. (C) Detail of the few
nerves reaching the apical ependymal ampulla that is present underneath the apical epidermal peg
(indicative position in (C) of the drawing). Bar, 10 µm. Legends: AEP, apical epidermal peg; cc,
central canal of the ependyma; ep, ependymal canal; fa, fat cells; ga, spinal ganglion; i, inter-muscular
connective tissue; rm, regenerating muscles.
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Figure 5. Drawing (A) and immunofluorescence for corneous beta proteins (CβP, green) and nuclear
fluorescence from propidium bromide (red) in regenerating scales of P. muralis (B–F). (A) Drawing
illustrating the proximal–distal formation of scales and the detachment of the external corneous
wound epidermis along the shedding line, producing a molt. (B) Initial formation of epidermal pegs
in the distal epidermis of a regenerating tail. Bar, 10 µm. (C) Detail showing the initial formation of
the clear oberhautchen layer in the middle (arrows) of an elongated peg. Bar, 10 µm. (D) Formation
of 2 scales separated by a hinge region that evidences a weakly immunolabeled outer corneous layer
of the wound epidermis (arrowheads) and, more intensely, the forming oberhautchen layer (see
detail in the inset, bar, 5 µm). Bar, 20 µm. (E) Intense labeling (arrows) of the thick beta layer in
regenerating scales that are at a more advanced stage of morphogenesis than the previous figure. Bar,
20 µm. (F) Regenerated scale after shedding of the wound epidermis, see (A), with a compacted and
immunolabeled beta-layer (arrow) that also extends to the oberhautchen (arrowhead) present in the
inner and hinge regions of the new scale. Bar, 20 µm. Legends: de, dermis p, peg; h, forming hinge
regions (inter-scale); w, corneous layer of the wound epidermis. Dashes underline the epidermis.

3. Regeneration Evolved Only in Lizards, Providing Clues for Amniote Regeneration

It is still uncertain why only lizards, among amniotes, can regenerate a large organ,
such as the tail, and why the other organs can only repair with much more limitation.
A curious observation from a zoological and evolutionary standpoint is that eosuchians
and primitive lizards with variably long tails are constantly depicted in paleontological
and zoological books as the final/common victims of the other sauropsids of past and
present times. Lepidosaurs in Permian–Triassic periods appeared to be victims of Meso-
zoic archosaurs, such as pterosaurs and dinosaurs, of ruling synapsids in Permian and
therapsids in Jurassic, and later of the initial true mammals of the Jurassic–Cretaceous
period. Presently, lizards are also the usual prey of snakes, birds, and small mammals,
including domestic cats, to the point that sometimes one wonders how lizards are the most
successful extant reptiles, with more than 3500 species, against 2700 for snakes, 200 for
turtles, and 33 species of crocodilians [78]. For sure, one of the mechanisms essential for
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their evolutionary endurance has been tail autotomy, a process of self-amputation of the
tail that is very effective to save a lizard’s life against predators [79–81].

As previously indicated [7,32,81], the loss of the tail, a non-vital organ but one with
very useful ecological functions (running, climbing, fat storage, antipredator distractor,
social display, etc.), was probably under selective pressure for tail regeneration. This is
related to the development of autonomous planes where stem cells can be stored, as well
as in the bony marrow where stem cells are activated after tail breakage. The observation
that tail amputation in embryos determines an inability to regenerate [26,82] suggests that
erasing the entire tail bud in early embryos will also erase stem cells and the regenerative
potential of the definitive tail [7].

A regenerative blastema forms when a temporary immunosuppression is in place after
injury or amputation [49,73–75]. Multiple factors contributed to the origin of an immune-
privileged blastema: the production of antimicrobial peptides, synthesis of high levels
of hyaluronate, initial production of immature anergic lymphocytes, Tregs lymphocytes,
and M2-like macrophages, are all combined characteristics that maintain low inflammation
and favor regeneration. The tail is not an immediately vital organ after loss in lizards;
therefore, we can say that “natural selection worked on these different aspects”, lowering
inflammation, and creating growth-factor-producing tissues (AEP and regenerating SC)
and a gradient of genes that create a hyaluronate/highly hydrated and water/microbe-
proof blastema capable of growth in the dry conditions of terrestrial life. Lizard-regenerating
blastema provides clues on mechanisms for the control of cell proliferation and growth in
amniote organs without degenerating into teratomes or cancer. An interesting aspect is that
whereas the process of scarring in lizard limbs and fingers resembles that of mammals, the
tail instead forms a true, albeit simplified, embryonic organ. Therefore, the lizard model
of regeneration is also useful for studies on the process of scarring versus regeneration
in mammalian organs. The molecular information derived from the knowledge of this
model for regenerative medicine might serve useful in the discovery of antimicrobe pep-
tide drugs [83,84], molecules for the control of inflammation and scarring, molecules for
the control of cell proliferation in cancer, the development of technological and medical
procedures for creating regenerative outgrowths, and bio-prostheses for limb replacements.
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